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Abstract—Multi-view image/video stitching algorithm is an extensive research area in computer vision and image based rendering. Most researches focus on stitching the images from different views with assumption that those images have been already aligned in temporal domain. However it is not the case in real application. If the images from different views are not aligned in temporal domain, or in another words, not time synchronized, the corresponding feature points or regions will not be located correctly among different views, which will result in ghost objects appearing in the final stitching/rendering result. In this paper, we present an epipolar geometry consistency scoring scheme to guide temporal aligned video frame pair selection for multi-view video stitching application. Essentially, the proposed scheme allows us to determine whether a given pair of video frames is temporally aligned well for video stitching. Experimental results confirm that better video stitching results can be obtained with the proposed scheme in place.

Index Terms—video stitching, temporal aligned selection

I. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, the prevalence of IP video surveillance system is expanding rapidly. Compared with last two generations surveillance systems, namely analog video tape recorder, and digital video recorder, IP system provides more flexibility and extendibility. Under certain scenarios, like public squares, train station, airport, video surveillance system users are more inclined towards multi-view system due to the limitation of single camera’s field of view (FOV). In other words, some system prefers to use multiple cameras to monitor the same place from different viewpoints. In addition to that, a panorama video may be stitched according to the videos from different viewpoints for more intuitive situation awareness for operators. Many good results have been reported on static image stitching like [1]. However, real time video stitching applications have to address more challenges than static image stitching, such as time synchronization on video frames captured and parallax on moving objects.

Most researches on multi-view video system, as in [2], [3], have assumed that the videos are captured in a time-synchronized fashion, which are usually achieved by specialized hardware or equipment. However it is not always practical in real deployment scenarios. In a general IP video surveillance system, the encoded video frames are streamed from different edge devices like IP cameras or video encoders, transported via IP network, received by backend server and waited in queue for analysis, as illustrated by Fig. 1. Through a time server, the time of video edge devices (IP cameras or video encoders) could be synchronized down to second level, but this is not enough as there are typically 25 frames per second (FPS) in PAL signal, 30 FPS in NTSC signal, a slight difference in time reference could result in substantial temporal mis-alignment of video frames. Much worse, due to the inherent characteristics of network packet transmission, the video frame could be dropped or delayed, which further complicates the temporal frames alignment issue. With poorly temporally aligned video frames, moving objects will result in the ghosting effect on the stitching result. Thus, we are motivated to devise a new method to align video frames from static cameras in temporal domain.

In this paper, we introduce a new method to evaluate the goodness of temporal alignment between two frames. Essentially, the goodness is expressed in terms of a score, which indicates the level of disparity between epipolar geometries for a given video frame pairs. This score is
called EGCS (epipolar geometry consistency score), where a higher score indicates larger disparity between epipolar geometries from a pair of video frames. As a result, the problem of selecting the temporal aligned video frames could then be transformed into the problem of selecting the frame pair with minimum EGCS based on the following principles:

- The ground truth of all the cameras’ epipoles are firstly registered to make sure the EGCS is zero when the static scene is monitored.
- Video frame pairs are built from the frames queued from different viewpoints when moving objects are detected. As illustrated in Fig. 2, frame pairs consist of frames from left and right camera. And only the video frame pair with minimum EGCS will be regarded as best temporal aligned pair for subsequent video stitching.

The image in one camera of the projection center of the other camera is called epipole. It could be derived from the corresponding points on the images [4], illustrated in Fig. 3.

The epipole positions are determined only by the camera physical locations. For the static camera, the epipoles will not change with view contents.

B. EGCS (Epipolar Geometry Consistency Score)

Let \( eP_{ik}(x, y) \) be the ground truth epipole positions of \( i \)-th view projected on \( k \)-th viewpoint (illustrated in Fig. 4), in which \((x, y)\) is image coordinate on the frame, whereas \( CeP_{ik,q}(x, y) \) be the current epipole positions calculated from \( q \)-th frame pair, which consists of frames queued from \( i \)-th viewpoint and \( k \)-th viewpoint (illustrated in Fig. 8). The epipolar geometry constrain score is define as the normalized sum of the Euclidean distance between the estimated epipole and ground truth on each view, in which Width and Height are resolution of captured frames.

\[
EGCS = \frac{\sum \left| CeP_{ik,q}(x,y) - eP_{ik}(x,y) \right|}{\sqrt{\text{Width} \times \text{Height}}}
\]  

When the view is static, there is no moving objects in the scene, \( EGCS \) should be zero. Under this setting, it is not necessary to do temporal alignment. On the contrary, when moving objects appear, the image pairs are built from queued video frames. The image pair with minimum \( EGCS \) will be regarded as temporal aligned and used for post processing.

### III. PROPOSED METHOD

A. Ground Truth Epipoles Registration

Firstly the SIFT features (Scale-invariant feature transform) is detected [5] on static objects. Applying KLT iterative matching procedure, the corresponding features on different views are associated [6]. With RANSAC algorithm [7], the epipoles are determined, illustrated in Fig. 4.

B. Epipoles Estimation

When motion objects are detected, the motion regions are segmented with speedy algorithm suggested in [8], illustrated in Fig. 5.

Similar to the ground truth epipoles registration procedure, the pair’s epipole is estimated by
RANSACing the corresponding SIFT points from motion region.

C. The Pair with Minimum EGCS Selection

Using equation (1), EGCS of three image pairs consists of queued consecutive three frames are calculated. The pair, which has the minimum EGCS whose value is less than a pre-defined threshold, will be regarded as good enough video frame pair for video stitching. Otherwise the frame pair will be discarded.

IV. EXPERIMENT AND DISCUSSION

To test the method proposed in the paper, a video stitching system monitoring train platform is build up. It consists of the following hardware:

- Two static analog cameras
- Two digital video encoders, the video is compressed in H264 format with 704x576 resolution and 25 FPS
- A network switch to connect the digital video encoders and PC
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Figure 5. Motion Regions are segmented and highlighted with bounding box.
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Figure 6. One frame captured by right camera
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Figure 7. Paired with Fig. 6, left camera’s three consecutive candidate frames for EGCS evaluation
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Figure 8. Estimated epipole positions according frame pairs (a) Fig. 6 & Fig. 7a, (b) Fig. 6 & Fig. 7b, and (c) Fig. 6 & Fig. 7c.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference Frame</th>
<th>Pre-defined minimum EGCS: 0.2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Candidate Frames</td>
<td>EGCS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fig. 6</td>
<td>Fig. 7a (epipole shown Fig. 8a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fig. 7b (epipole shown Fig. 8b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fig. 7c (epipole shown Fig. 8c)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Figure 9. Video stitching result on the train (a) without temporal alignment. The left three doors carriage is stitched to a 4 door one. And the rail is miss aligned. (b) with temporal alignment. Both the train and rail are stitched well.

With a general PC, Intel i7 2670QM (2.2GHz), RAM 4G, the video temporal alignment and video stitching could be conducted in real time with dual video streaming in 704x576 resolution and 25 FPS. The video is stitched with procedure suggested in [9]. Fig. 9 presents the video stitching results, without temporal aligned frame pairs, the three doors train carriage is missed stitched as a four doors one and rail is miss aligned. However with temporal aligned frame pairs, both train carriage and rail are stitched better.
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Figure 10. Video stitching result on the train (a) without temporal alignment. The left three doors carriage is stitched to a 4 door one. And the rail is miss aligned. (b) with temporal alignment. Both the train and rail are stitched well.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, a best fitting based on epipolar geometry consistency on multiple view method is proposed to guide video frames alignment in temporal domain before conducting video stitching. According to our experimental results, notable improvements on video stitching can be observed. Future directions will be focused on working out a frame temporal interpolation scheme if no temporal aligned video frame could be found.
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